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                       2.  The Receptive

The receptive element brings sublime success.  The symbol of a
mare.
At first he leads and loses the way, then he follows and is
supported.
Friends in the west and south, not in the east and north.
Peaceful continuance is beneficial.

Line 1 goes yang -
Hoarfrost underfoot, ice then comes.

01

Line 2 goes yang -
Straight, wide, great.
Purposeless yet it achieves.

02

Line 3 goes yang -
Concealing possibilities is correct.
Outer activities will eventually prosper.

04

Line 4 goes yang -
A tied up sack.
No praise, no blame.

10

Line 5 goes yang -
A yellow undergarment.
Greatest good fortune.

20

Line 6 goes yang -
Dragons fight in the wilderness.
Their blood is black and yellow.

40
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0
           2 16 8 45 23 35 20 12

1
         24 51 3 17 27 21 42 25

2
         7 40 29 47 4 64 59 6

3
       19 54 60 58 41 38 61 10

4
         15 62 39 31 52 56 53 33

5
       36 55 63 49 22 30 37 13

6
       46 32 48 28 18 50 57 44

7
     11 34 5 43 26 14 9 1

Columns are the upper trigrams, rows the lower.
Each trigram is accompanied by the binary value of its lines
(000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111).
The hexagram’s octal number is the column number followed
by the row number.
The number at the intersection of a column and row is the King
Wen number for the hexagram.



The hexagrams in this book are listed in binary order, in
alternating reversed pairs (pang tong gua).
Each hexagram is accompanied by its octal number, which
consists of the binary values of the upper and lower trigrams
(illustrated in the table to the right).
Each line is accompanied by the octal number of the hexagram
produced by changing that line (zhi gua).
This arrangement makes it easy to look up the base hexagram,
its pang tong gua, the transformed hexagram and the fan yao,
and the “steps of change” produced by the changing lines.
Below is a lookup table based on the King Wen numbers.

77 — 1.  The Creative
00 — 2.  The Receptive
21 — 3.  Difficulty in Beginnings
42 — 4.  Youthful Folly
27 — 5.  Waiting
72 — 6.  Difficulty
02 — 7.  The Army
20 — 8.  Union, Unity
67 — 9.  Nourishment of the Small
73 — 10.  Treading, Conduct
07 — 11.  Peace
70 — 12.  Standstill
75 — 13.  Fellowship
57 — 14.  Great Posessions
04 — 15.  Modesty
10 — 16.  Repose
31 — 17.  Following
46 — 18.  Decay
03 — 19.  Approach
60 — 20.  Contemplation, View
51 — 21.  Gnawing, Biting Through
45 — 22.  Adornment, Elegance
40 — 23.  Splitting
01 — 24.  Return, Turning Point
71 — 25.  Innocent Integrity
47 — 26.  Power or Nourishment of the Great
41 — 27.  Nourishment
36 — 28.  Excess
22 — 29.  The Abyss
55 — 30.  Stillness
34 — 31.  Influence, Attraction
16 — 32.  Duration

74 — 33.  Retreat, Yielding
17 — 34.  Power of the Great
50 — 35.  Progress
05 — 36.  Darkening of the Light
65 — 37.  The Family
53 — 38.  Opposition
24 — 39.  Obstruction
12 — 40.  Deliverance, Release
43 — 41.  Decrease
61 — 42.  Increase, Gain
37 — 43.  Resolution, Breakthrough
76 — 44.  Meeting
30 — 45.  Gathering Together
06 — 46.  Pushing Upwards, Ascending
32 — 47.  Exhaustion
26 — 48.  The Well
35 — 49.  Revolution, Skin, Moulting
56 — 50.  The Cauldron
11 — 51.  Shock
44 — 52.  Keeping Still, Contemplation
64 — 53.  Gradual Progress
13 — 54.  The Maiden
15 — 55.  Abundance, Fullness
54 — 56.  The Wanderer
66 — 57.  Gentle Penetration
33 — 58.  Joy
62 — 59.  Dispersing, Scattering
23 — 60.  Limitation
63 — 61.  Inner Truth
14 — 62.  Success of what is Small
25 — 63.  After Completion
52 — 64.  Before Completion

77

           1.  The Creative

The creative principle.  Sublime success.
Continuance furthers.

Line 1 goes yin -
Hidden dragon.  Do not act.

76

Line 2 goes yin -
Dragon in the open.
It is an advantage to see the great man.

75

Line 3 goes yin -
All day the superior man is busy and at night his mind is
active.
Danger, no error.

73

Line 4 goes yin -
To and fro on the brink of a chasm.
No error.

67

Line 5 goes yin -
Dragons flying in the heaven.
It is an advantage to see the great man.

57

Line 6 goes yin -
Arrogant dragon.
Regret.

37
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                     24.  Return, Turning Point

Return.  Success.
Going and coming without distress.
Friends come without error and he returns in seven days.
All directions are advantageous.

Line 1 goes yin -
A return from a short journey.
No regret.
Great good fortune.

00

Line 2 goes yang -
A quiet, blessed return.
Good fortune.

03

Line 3 goes yang -
Many returns.  Danger.
No error.

05

Line 4 goes yang -
He moves in the midst of them and returns alone.

11

Line 5 goes yang -
A noble return.
No regret.

21

Line 6 goes yang -
Confusion about return.
Misfortune.
Armies marching bring defeat.
Disaster for the ruler.
Ten years without return to order.

41

40

                     23.  Splitting

Splitting.
No objective is favourable.

Line 1 goes yang -
The leg of the bed breaks.
Not continuing in the way brings misfortune.

41

Line 2 goes yang -
The bed frame or edge is broken.
No continuance in the way.
Misfortune.

42

Line 3 goes yang -
He separates from all.
No error.

44

Line 4 goes yang -
The bed and skin is split.
Misfortune.

50

Line 5 goes yang -
A string of fishes.
Favour alike to being at court.
All is advantageous.

60

Line 6 goes yin -
A ripe fruit is not eaten.
The superior man has a carriage.
The inferior man loses his habitation.

00
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             43.  Resolution, Breakthrough

Resolution in proclaiming the truth at the king’s court.
Danger.
Announce it to your own city.
Do not carry arms.
To have direction is favourable.

Line 1 goes yin -
To set out with a show of strength and then fail is a
mistake.

36

Line 2 goes yin -
Warning cries at night.
Armed, no fear.

35

Line 3 goes yin -
Powerful cheekbones.
Misfortune.
The superior man is resolute and walks alone splashed
with mud.
They speak against him but he is blameless.

33

Line 4 goes yin -
His thighs are without skin and walking is difficult.
If he would be led like a sheep all would be well,
but what is said is not heard.

27

Line 5 goes yin -
Ground-clinging plants.
The middle way is free of blame.

17

Line 6 goes yang -
No warning.
Misfortune.

77

76

             44.  Meeting

Sudden meeting.
The woman is powerful.
Do not marry.

Line 1 goes yang -
The wheel is held by a metal brake.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.
A lean pig leaps about.

77

Line 2 goes yin -
There are fish in the tank.
It does not benefit the guests.
No error.

74

Line 3 goes yin -
No skin on his thighs.
He walks with difficulty.
Keeping alert he makes no error.

72

Line 4 goes yin -
No fish in the tank.
Misfortune.

66

Line 5 goes yin -
A melon wrapped in leaves is hidden.
Something falls from heaven.

56

Line 6 goes yin -
He approaches with his horns.
Regret but no error.

36
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                     7.  The Army

The army.
Perseverance.
Strong leadership.
Good fortune not error.

Line 1 goes yang -
The army requires correct orders or there is disaster.

03

Line 2 goes yin -
The general is in the centre of his army.
The king makes three awards.

00

Line 3 goes yang -
The army waggons carry corpses.
Misfortune.

06

Line 4 goes yang -
The army withdraws.
No blame.

12

Line 5 goes yang -
Wild beasts in the field.
There is advantage in catching them.
No error.
The elder leads the army and the younger carries corpses.
Continuing brings misfortune.

22

Line 6 goes yang -
A prince builds up his domain.
A man of low ability would be useless.

42

41

                   27.  Nourishment

Nourishment.
Persistence in being correct brings good fortune.
Watch how people nourish others and themselves.

Line 1 goes yin -
You let your magic tortoise go and look at me with
drooping mouth.
Misfortune.

40

Line 2 goes yang -
Seeking nourishment from below is not proper.
Seeking nourishment from above brings evil.

43

Line 3 goes yang -
He refuses nourishment.
Misfortune.
For ten years there is no progress.

45

Line 4 goes yang -
Nourishment on the mountain top.
Good fortune.
He glares like a tiger looking down.
No error.

51

Line 5 goes yang -
Leaving the usual ways.
Perseverance, keeping still, brings good fortune.
Do not cross the great water.

61

Line 6 goes yin -
The source of nourishment.
Peril but good results.
Crossing the great water brings good fortune.

01



36

               28.  Excess

Excess.
The ridgepole sags.
Movement is favourable.
Success.

Line 1 goes yang -
Spreading white rushes underneath.
No error.

37

Line 2 goes yin -
The wizened willow tree puts out new shoots.
An old man has a young wife.
All is favourable.

34

Line 3 goes yin -
The ridgepole sags to breaking point.
Misfortune.

32

Line 4 goes yin -
The ridgepole has support.
Good fortune.
Reliance on weak support is unfortunate.

26

Line 5 goes yin -
The wizened willow flowers.
The old woman takes a husband.
No praise.  No blame.

16

Line 6 goes yang -
Fording a river, the water rises over his head.
Misfortune.  No error.

76

75

             13.  Fellowship

Fellowship in the open.
Success.
It is of benefit to cross the great water.
The superior man is furthered by perseverance.

Line 1 goes yin -
Relationship at the gate.
No error.

74

Line 2 goes yang -
Fellowship within the clan causes regret.

77

Line 3 goes yin -
His weapons are hidden in long grass.
He is on a high mound.
For three years he can do nothing.

71

Line 4 goes yin -
He climbs his wall and does not attack.
Good fortune.

65

Line 5 goes yin -
The comrades at first weep and are sad but end by
laughing.
The crowd comes together.

55

Line 6 goes yin -
Relationship.
Distance.
Absence of desire.
No regret.

35
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                   19.  Approach

Approach.
Greatest success.
Correct persistence is rewarded.
At the eighth month there will be evil.

Line 1 goes yin -
Approaching together.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

02

Line 2 goes yin -
Approach together.
Wholly beneficial.

01

Line 3 goes yang -
He is willing to approach but there is no advantage.
Being uneasy about this brings good fortune.

07

Line 4 goes yang -
Perfect approach without error.

13

Line 5 goes yang -
Wise approach like that of the great ruler.

23

Line 6 goes yang -
Open-hearted approach.
Good fortune and no error.

43

42

                   4.  Youthful Folly

Youthful, immature growth.
Good fortune.

I seek not the immature
but if they come to me I answer them;
if they continue with immature questioning I am silent.
Line 1 goes yang -

Youthful growth requires disciplined experience.
Fetters should be removed.
Too much restriction is harmful.

43

Line 2 goes yin -
To be gentle with the developing brings good fortune.
To understand the woman brings good fortune.
The son is able to run the household.

40

Line 3 goes yang -
Do not marry a girl who cannot resist a strong, wealthy
(bronze) man.
No advantage comes.

46

Line 4 goes yang -
Bound by ignorance.  This is harmful.

52

Line 5 goes yang -
Immature experience brings advantage.

62

Line 6 goes yin -
Committing folly to learn control of his folly brings no
advantage.
Advantage comes from separating him from his folly.

02
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               49.  Revolution, Skin, Moulting

Revolution.
Not before it is seen will it be believed.
Great success.
Continuance in the way is fruitful.
Regret disappears.

Line 1 goes yin -
Yellow oxhide.

34

Line 2 goes yang -
When completed, to advance brings good fortune.
No error.

37

Line 3 goes yin -
Movement brings misfortune.
Continuing brings danger.
After discussion three times confidence is made into
action.

31

Line 4 goes yin -
Regret disappears.
Belief is established.
Changing the government brings good fortune.

25

Line 5 goes yin -
The great man acts as a tiger would.
He acts like the oracle itself.

15

Line 6 goes yang -
The superior man changes like a leopard.
The inferior man changes his face.
Movement brings misfortune.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

75

74

               33.  Retreat, Yielding

Yielding.  Retreat.
Success.
Continuance in small matters brings advantage.

Line 1 goes yang -
The tail of withdrawal.
Danger.
No goal has advantage.

75

Line 2 goes yang -
Held fast.
Yellow oxhide.
Cannot be released.

76

Line 3 goes yin -
Constrained retreat.
Distress and danger.
Nourishing those who serve is fortunate.

70

Line 4 goes yin -
Retreat despite desire.
Good fortune for the superior man.
The inferior man cannot achieve it.

64

Line 5 goes yin -
Admirable retreat.
Continuance brings good fortune.

54

Line 6 goes yin -
A noble withdrawal.
Everything is favourable.

34
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                     15.  Modesty

Success through modesty.
The superior man carries it through.

Line 1 goes yang -
The superior man builds modesty upon modesty
and may cross the great water.
Good fortune.

05

Line 2 goes yang -
Modesty is manifest.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

06

Line 3 goes yin -
The superior man of established merit brings things to
conclusion.
Good fortune.

00

Line 4 goes yang -
Everything is advanced through modesty.

14

Line 5 goes yang -
Modest with his neighbours while forceful against the
rebels
all brings success.

24

Line 6 goes yang -
His modesty is manifest.
It is time to set armies marching to subdue his own cities.

44

43

                 41.  Decrease

Decrease with genuine involvement.
Greatest good fortune and no error.
A direction is of advantage.
Two small bowls for the sacrifice.

Line 1 goes yin -
Going quickly when the work is finished is without error,
but consider the effects of this.

42

Line 2 goes yin -
Continuance in the way brings good fortune
but to attempt to advance brings misfortune.
Not decrease but increase.

41

Line 3 goes yang -
Three going in company will lose one.
One alone finds company.

47

Line 4 goes yang -
Reducing the number of his mistakes, others come to him
in happiness.
No error.

53

Line 5 goes yang -
There is one who gives him very many tortoise shells
and who would not be refused.
Greatest good fortune.

63

Line 6 goes yin -
Increase that does not diminish others.
No error.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.
Having a direction is beneficial.
He has followers but no home.

03
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                 31.  Influence, Attraction

Influence.  Attraction.
Continuance brings success.
Marrying a young girl is good fortune.

Line 1 goes yang -
Activity of the toe.

35

Line 2 goes yang -
Activity of the calves of the legs.
Evil.
Abiding quietly.
Good fortune.

36

Line 3 goes yin -
Activity of the thighs.
Following that which looks up.
Regret (or shame).

30

Line 4 goes yin -
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.
Regret disappears.
Vacillation will not be followed except by his closest
friends.

24

Line 5 goes yin -
Activity of the muscles on the spine above the heart.
No regret.

14

Line 6 goes yang -
Activity of the jaws and tongue.

74

73

             10.  Treading, Conduct

Treading upon the tail of the tiger.
It does not bite him.
Success.

Line 1 goes yin -
Simple energy.
Going forward blamelessly.

72

Line 2 goes yin -
Treading a smooth level path.
A dark man perseveres and brings good fortune.

71

Line 3 goes yang -
With one eye he can still see.
With one leg he can still walk.
He treads upon the tail of the tiger and it bites him.
Warriors act thus in service of their overlord.

77

Line 4 goes yin -
Great caution is required when treading on the tiger’s tail
but the outcome (of treading with caution) is fortunate.

63

Line 5 goes yin -
Treading with care and attention to danger.
There may be trouble.

53

Line 6 goes yin -
Watch your conduct and be alert to signs
and great good fortune will follow.

33
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                   36.  Darkening of the Light

Darkening of the light.
Continuance in the way despite difficulty.
Advantageous realizations.

Line 1 goes yin -
He flies with drooping wings.
The superior man, in his cycle, goes without food for three
days.
The people speak of it.

04

Line 2 goes yang -
Injured in the left thigh.
Strength of a horse gives relief.
Success.

07

Line 3 goes yin -
The light is darkened during a hunt to the south.
The rebel leader is captured.
Excess should be avoided.

01

Line 4 goes yang -
He enters the left side of the belly;
reaches mind in darkness.
Leaves the gate and courtyard.

15

Line 5 goes yang -
Darkening of the light like that of prince Chi.
Persistence although wounded.

25

Line 6 goes yang -
No light, only darkness.
First he rose to heaven then fell into the earth.

45

44

                   52.  Keeping Still, Contemplation

Stillness.
Keeping the back so still there is no feeling of body.
Walking in the courtyard he does not see the people.
No error.

Line 1 goes yang -
Keeping the toes still.
No error.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

45

Line 2 goes yang -
Keeping the calves still.
He is sad;
cannot assist the one he follows.

46

Line 3 goes yin -
Keeping the loins still.
Stiffening the sacrum.
The heart suffocates.

40

Line 4 goes yang -
Keeping the body still.
No error.

54

Line 5 goes yang -
Keeping the jaws still.
Words are in order.
Regret disappears.

64

Line 6 goes yin -
The most genuine stillness.
Good fortune.

04
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               58.  Joy

Joy.  Success.
Continuance along the way is rewarding.

Line 1 goes yin -
Joy of inner wholeness.
Good fortune.

32

Line 2 goes yin -
Genuine joy.
Good fortune.
No regret.

31

Line 3 goes yang -
Future joy.
Misfortune.

37

Line 4 goes yin -
Calculating joys brings restlessness.
Discarding the error brings happiness.

23

Line 5 goes yin -
Trusting in something that is disintegrating brings trouble.

13

Line 6 goes yang -
Alluring joy.

73

72

               6.  Difficulty

Conflict.
Sureness of being right meets obstacles.
With care there is progress in the middle but it is disastrous at
the end.
It is beneficial to see the great man but not to cross the great
water.

Line 1 goes yang -
If affairs are not pushed forward to conclusion
there is gossip but good fortune in the end.

73

Line 2 goes yin -
The conflict is not resolved.
He returns home.
His kin, three hundred households, are free of blame.

70

Line 3 goes yang -
He nourishes himself on ancient virtues.
Continuance in the way brings danger but eventual good
fortune.
If in service of a king seek no office.

76

Line 4 goes yin -
The conflict cannot be resolved.
He retreats from his position and accepts his
circumstances.
Peacefully continuing in the way brings good fortune.

62

Line 5 goes yin -
Widely aware of the battle, then good fortune comes.

52

Line 6 goes yin -
If by chance we win a girdle (a token of position in the
martial arts)
it will be taken from us three times before the day is over.

32
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                   46.  Pushing Upwards, Ascending

Ascending.
Greatest success.
It is necessary to see the great man to get rid of anxiety.
Movement towards the south brings good fortune.

Line 1 goes yang -
Confidence in the ascent.
Great good fortune.

07

Line 2 goes yin -
Genuine involvement in the sacrifice.
No error.

04

Line 3 goes yin -
He ascends into a more spacious city.

02

Line 4 goes yang -
The king sacrifices on mount Chi.
Great good fortune and no error.

16

Line 5 goes yang -
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.
The ascent is by steps.

26

Line 6 goes yang -
A dark ascent.
Great continuance in the way is needed.

46

45

                 22.  Adornment, Elegance

Grace (adornment or elegance).  Success.
Advantage is lost if it takes the lead.

Line 1 goes yin -
Elegance about the feet.
He leaves the carriage and walks.

44

Line 2 goes yang -
He adorns his beard.

47

Line 3 goes yin -
His adornment is moist and glistening.
Great perseverance brings good fortune.

41

Line 4 goes yang -
A white horse with wings.
Not a robber, a suitor.

55

Line 5 goes yang -
Elegance in gardens and hills.
His roll of silk is small and thin.
Humiliation, but good fortune eventually.

65

Line 6 goes yin -
White adornment.
No error.

05
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                 47.  Exhaustion

Exhaustion restricts, leads to success
through continuance by the great man.
No error, but words spoken are not believed.

Line 1 goes yang -
Entangled.
Naked branches in a dark valley.
For three years nothing happens.

33

Line 2 goes yin -
Exhaustion and too much meat and drink.
The man with the scarlet sash is just coming.
Sacrifice furthers.
Activity brings misfortune but there is no error.

30

Line 3 goes yang -
Exhausted by rock.
Leans upon thorns.
Enters his house and does not see his wife.
Misfortune.

36

Line 4 goes yin -
A slow arrival, exhausted in a golden carriage.
Some humiliation but he arrives.

22

Line 5 goes yin -
His nose and feet are cut off.
Opposition to the man with the scarlet sash.
Joy come slowly.
Sacrifice is needed.

12

Line 6 goes yang -
Exhausted by entanglement with creepers.
Moves unsurely and says he regrets it.
If the regret is genuinely felt his movements bring good
fortune.

72

71

               25.  Innocent Integrity

Innocent integrity.
Great success.
Continuing (in the tao) brings reward.
Action without the best (innocent) motives brings misfortune.
Having goals is not favourable.

Line 1 goes yin -
Truly innocent activity.
Progress.
Good fortune.

70

Line 2 goes yang -
He reaps not having sown with a thought for harvest.
He collects the third year’s harvest but did not cultivate to
this end.
Advantage in every direction.

73

Line 3 goes yang -
Unexpected calamity.
Rope, and an ox taken away.
Gain to the traveller, loss to the resident.

75

Line 4 goes yin -
Continuing correctly (in the tao) is blameless.

61

Line 5 goes yin -
Unexpected illness should not be treated but will cure
itself.

51

Line 6 goes yin -
Action amongst innocence (or the unexpected) brings
injury.

31
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                 11.  Peace

Peace.
The narrow goes, the wide comes.
Good fortune and success.

Line 1 goes yin -
When grass is pulled up earth comes up with it.
Going forward brings good fortune.

06

Line 2 goes yin -
Benefit the undeveloped.
Cross the great river while having no boat.
Do not abandon comrades.
Thus walk in the middle.

05

Line 3 goes yin -
Every plain is followed by a slope.
Every going is followed by a return.
Be heartened, continuing through trouble will bring
success.

03

Line 4 goes yang -
He flutters.
Leaves his wealth, calling his neighbours.
In sincerity, not because of warning.

17

Line 5 goes yang -
A king gives his daughter in marriage and thereby gains
good fortune.

27

Line 6 goes yang -
The wall falls into the moat.
Do not fight it.

47

46

                 18.  Decay

Decay.
Greatest success.
It is of benefit to cross the great water.
Three days before the turning point
three days after.

Line 1 goes yang -
The child deals with the actions of the father.
A son makes the father blameless.
Peril, but good fortune eventually.

47

Line 2 goes yin -
The child deals with the actions of the mother.
Do not be too active in this.

44

Line 3 goes yin -
The child deals with the actions of the father.
There is some regret but no great error.

42

Line 4 goes yang -
He tolerates actions of his father.
Continuing causes regret.

56

Line 5 goes yang -
He deals with the actions of his father.
There is praise.

66

Line 6 goes yin -
He does not serve kings or princes.
A loftier spirit has his own affairs.

06
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                 17.  Following

Following.
Supreme success.
Continuance in the way is needed.
No error.

Line 1 goes yin -
The basis of circumstance is changing.
Correct continuance brings good fortune.
It is beneficial to go out of the gate to find associates.
He gains merit.

30

Line 2 goes yang -
He lets go the man and clings to the boy.

33

Line 3 goes yang -
He lets go the boy and follows the man.
By continuing in this he gains what he needs.

35

Line 4 goes yin -
He is followed yet there is evil.
If he has sincerity that is evident what error can there be?

21

Line 5 goes yin -
Sincerity, excellence, and good fortune.

11

Line 6 goes yang -
Sincerity firmly held.  Bound fast.
The king sacrifices on the western mountain.

71

70

                 12.  Standstill

Standstill.
The evil obstructs the superior man.
The wide goes, the narrow comes.
He needs perseverance.

Line 1 goes yang -
When grass is pulled up earth comes with it.
Perseverance brings good fortune.

71

Line 2 goes yang -
Fortune now favours the mean,
but the superior man looks to the stagnation to create
success.

72

Line 3 goes yang -
He hides his shame of purposes.

74

Line 4 goes yin -
To act from the highest is without error
and his companions share the blessing.

60

Line 5 goes yin -
Standstill is giving way.
There is still danger needing attention like the binding of
mulberry shoots.

50

Line 6 goes yin -
Standstill is finished and a joyful flow takes its place.

30
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                     16.  Repose

Reposeful attention benefits preparation and sending forth of
armies.

Line 1 goes yang -
A cock crows about repose.
Misfortune.

11

Line 2 goes yang -
The firmness of rock.
A day not completed.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

12

Line 3 goes yang -
He gazes upwards which brings remorse.
He acts too late which brings remorse.

14

Line 4 goes yin -
Calm confidence manifests success.
Being without doubt he gathers friends.

00

Line 5 goes yang -
There is illness but not death.

30

Line 6 goes yang -
Excessive repose (or over-confidence).
At completion there is change and no error.

50

47

               26.  Power or Nourishment of the Great

Nourishment by the great is furthered by persistence.
Not eating at home and crossing the great water are favoured.

Line 1 goes yin -
Danger is about.
We should halt our activities.

46

Line 2 goes yin -
A carriage with its under-connection removed.

45

Line 3 goes yin -
Urging fine horses.
Awareness of danger, practice of martial arts, and
persistence (in the tao)
give advantage in any direction.

43

Line 4 goes yang -
The headboard of a young bull.

57

Line 5 goes yang -
The tusk of a gelded boar.
Good fortune.

67

Line 6 goes yin -
He arrives at the way of heaven.

07



30

                   45.  Gathering Together

Gathering together.
Success.
The king approaches the temple.
To see the great man is an advantage, ensuring success.
Continuance in the way is rewarded.
Great sacrifice.  Good fortune.
Movement is helpful.

Line 1 goes yang -
When confidence does not last
there is sometimes gathering and sometimes scattering.
One cry, one clasp of a hand, and he laughs again.
Do not regret, the movement is without blame.

31

Line 2 goes yang -
Allowing oneself to be gathered in is an advantage.
No error.
A sacrifice furthers it.

32

Line 3 goes yang -
Gathering with sad feelings.
Aim is unfortunate yet moving is no error.
There is some regret.

34

Line 4 goes yin -
Great good fortune.
No error.

20

Line 5 goes yin -
The position of gathering together is no error.
If there are some not yet in this position
they need great continuance in the way, then regret
disappears.

10

Line 6 goes yang -
Sighs and tears, but no error.

70

67

             9.  Nourishment of the Small

Nourishment of the small.
Success.
Dense clouds but no rain from the west.

Line 1 goes yin -
The return to the way is beneficial and blameless.

66

Line 2 goes yin -
We comply with a need to go back
and that is beneficial.

65

Line 3 goes yin -
A carriage or spoked wheel,
separated.
Man and wife with eyes averted.

63

Line 4 goes yang -
Confidence.
Blood and fear are no more.
No error.

77

Line 5 goes yin -
Genuine involvement binds his heart to others and enriches
his neighbour.

47

Line 6 goes yin -
Rain and rest come.  Virtue increases.
Even natural action brings peril to women.
The moon is nearly full.
Persistence by the superior man would bring misfortune.

27
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                   51.  Shock

Shock (thunder), success.
Shock then laughter.
Frightening tumult for 100 miles around.
He does not spill the sacrificial vessel.

Line 1 goes yin -
Shock roars
then speaks smilingly.
Good fortune.

10

Line 2 goes yang -
Shock signals danger.
He loses his valuables and climbs nine hills.
He should not go after them, in seven days he will have
them again.

13

Line 3 goes yang -
Thunder (shock) is impetuous;
reacting likewise is not harmful.

15

Line 4 goes yin -
Shock in mud.

01

Line 5 goes yang -
Shock comes and goes repeatedly.
Danger.
Nothing is lost and things need doing.

31

Line 6 goes yang -
Shock creates disorder and terrified eye movements.
Advance brings misfortune.
His neighbours are shocked but not he himself, no error.
The neighbours criticize him.

51

50

                   35.  Progress

Progress.
The prince who achieves tranquillity is given many horses.
He is granted audience three times in one day.

Line 1 goes yang -
Progress is held back.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.
Calm confidence in the face of disbelief is no error.

51

Line 2 goes yang -
Progress with sorrow.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.
Blessing is received from the grandmother.

52

Line 3 goes yang -
All are trusting.
Regret disappears.

54

Line 4 goes yin -
Progress like the movements of a rodent.
Continuance brings danger.

40

Line 5 goes yang -
Regret disappears.
Heed not gain or loss, it is movement that brings good
fortune.
Everything is furthered.

70

Line 6 goes yin -
Progress with the horns to overcome the rebels.
Correct.  Dangerous.
There is regret.

10
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               5.  Waiting

Intentional inaction.
Waiting with confidence produces results.
Perseverance is beneficial.
To cross the great water is progress.

Line 1 goes yin -
Waiting at the outer edges.
To maintain constancy guards against error.

26

Line 2 goes yin -
Waiting on the river sands.
There is gossip but eventual good fortune.

25

Line 3 goes yin -
Waiting in mud invites evil.

23

Line 4 goes yang -
Waiting amongst blood.
Emerging from the pit.

37

Line 5 goes yin -
Waiting while eating and drinking.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

07

Line 6 goes yang -
Entering the pit.
Three guests arrive unexpectedly,
honour them and good fortune comes.

67

66

               57.  Gentle Penetration

Gentle penetration.
The small succeeds.
It is an advantage to have a direction and see the great man.

Line 1 goes yang -
Advancing and retreating.
Continuance like a warrior is advantageous.

67

Line 2 goes yin -
Under the bed.
Many priests and magicians.
Good fortune.  No error.

64

Line 3 goes yin -
Penetration is repeated.
Regret.

62

Line 4 goes yang -
Regret disappears.
Three kinds of game are caught.

76

Line 5 goes yin -
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.
Regret disappears, everything brings advantage.
Not a beginning but an end.
Three days before and three days after.
Good fortune.

46

Line 6 goes yin -
Under the bed.
He loses his valuables and his axe.
Continuing brings misfortune.

26
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                   40.  Deliverance, Release

Release.
The south and west are favourable.
If there is no activity to be accomplished there is good fortune in
returning.
If there is activity unfinished a speedy end is favoured.

Line 1 goes yang -
No error.

13

Line 2 goes yin -
He kills three foxes.
One yellow arrow.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

10

Line 3 goes yang -
Riding in a carriage and carrying property he invites
robbers.
Continuance brings misfortune.

16

Line 4 goes yin -
Free yourself from your toes,
then the friend will come with trust.

02

Line 5 goes yang -
The superior man alone can free himself.
Good fortune.
Smaller men can only follow.

32

Line 6 goes yang -
The prince shoots an arrow,
kills a hawk on a high wall.
All is favourable.

52

51

                 21.  Gnawing, Biting Through

Biting through.
Success.
It is time for keeping within the law.

Line 1 goes yin -
His feet are shackled.
His toes are hidden.
No error.

50

Line 2 goes yang -
He bites through tender meat until his nose is not seen.
No error.

53

Line 3 goes yang -
He bites dried meat and comes upon unpleasantness.
Some discomfort but no error.

55

Line 4 goes yin -
Bites gristly meat on the bone.
Finds metal arrow.
Realize the difficulty, then good fortune.

41

Line 5 goes yang -
Bites dried meat.
Finds yellow gold.
Continue firmly in the way.
Some danger, no error.

71

Line 6 goes yin -
He wears a wooden cangue.
His ears disappear.
Misfortune.

11
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                 48.  The Well

The well.
A town may be moved but not a well.
A well keeps its level constant.
People come and go drawing water.
If the rope is too short, or the pitcher is broken, misfortune.

Line 1 goes yang -
The bottom of the well is mud.
Animals do not go to an old well.

27

Line 2 goes yin -
Fish and hunting at the well-hole.
The pitcher is cracked and leaks.

24

Line 3 goes yin -
The well has been cleaned.
No one uses it which makes my heart sad.
If the king is wise the people share good fortune.

22

Line 4 goes yang -
The well is being tiled.
No error.

36

Line 5 goes yin -
The well water tastes cool and pure.

06

Line 6 goes yang -
The raising of the water is open to all.
Greatest good fortune.

66

65

               37.  The Family

The family.
The importance of the woman develops.

Line 1 goes yin -
The family is enclosed (regulated).
Regret disappears.

64

Line 2 goes yang -
She does not attend to separate matters but to the
preparation of food.
Continuance in this brings good fortune.

67

Line 3 goes yin -
When family members are at variance
the confrontation may bring regret and danger but then
good fortune.
If the woman and children do not take this seriously there
is regret.

61

Line 4 goes yang -
Enriching the family.
Great good fortune.

75

Line 5 goes yin -
The king’s influence comes to his family.
Do not be troubled.
Good fortune.

45

Line 6 goes yin -
Sincerity.
Arrayed like a king.
Good fortune in the end.

25
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                 54.  The Maiden

The maiden seeks marriage.
Active undertakings bring misfortune.
No direction is favoured now.

Line 1 goes yin -
The maiden marries as a concubine.
A lame man can walk.
Active directions bring good fortune.

12

Line 2 goes yin -
The one-eyed man can see.
Continuance of the solitary man brings advantage.

11

Line 3 goes yang -
From being a servant she becomes a concubine.

17

Line 4 goes yin -
The maiden does not marry at the usual age,
she delays and makes a late marriage.

03

Line 5 goes yang -
The emperor’s daughter was married
in a gown less impressive than that of the serving maid.
The moon is nearly full, good fortune.

33

Line 6 goes yang -
The woman’s basket is empty.
When the man stabs a sheep no blood flows.
No direction is now favourable.

53

52

                 64.  Before Completion

Before completion.
Success.
Little fox.  Crossing the ice.  Tail in the water.
No chosen direction is favourable now.

Line 1 goes yang -
The little fox gets his tail wet.
Disgrace.

53

Line 2 goes yin -
He brakes the wheels of his carriage.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

50

Line 3 goes yang -
The movement is not complete.
New directions are unfortunate.
The advantage comes in crossing the great water.

56

Line 4 goes yin -
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.
Subduing the land of Kuei (the land of the devils) took
three years
and great rewards were gained.

42

Line 5 goes yang -
Continuance in the way brings reward.
No regret.
The attraction of the superior man has effect.
Good fortune.

72

Line 6 goes yin -
Confidence and feasting is no error.
If his head gets wet confidence is lost.

12
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                 63.  After Completion

After completion.
Success of the small.
Continuance in the way is rewarded.
Good fortune in beginnings, misfortune in endings.

Line 1 goes yin -
He brakes the carriage wheels.
The tail is in the water.
No error.

24

Line 2 goes yang -
The lady in a carriage loses the blind to her window.
It will return after seven days, she should not go after it.

27

Line 3 goes yin -
The illustrious ancestor subdued the province of Kuei
Fang
(the devil’s country) after three years.
Men of inferior ability would have been useless.

21

Line 4 goes yang -
Amongst fine silks are ragged clothes.
Be careful all day.

35

Line 5 goes yin -
Someone in the east sacrifices an ox
with less benefit than one in the west who makes a spring
offering.

05

Line 6 goes yang -
His head is submerged in the water.
Danger.

65

64

                 53.  Gradual Progress

Gradual progress.
Like a maiden’s marriage, bringing good fortune.
Continuance in the way brings advantage.

Line 1 goes yang -
The wild goose gradually approaches the shore.
The son has difficulties.
There is criticism but no error.

65

Line 2 goes yang -
The wild goose gradually approaches rock.
Contented eating and drinking.
Good fortune.

66

Line 3 goes yin -
The wild goose approaches a dry land.
The man goes out and does not return.
The woman is with child but does not give forth.
Misfortune.
It is time to ward off evil.

60

Line 4 goes yang -
The wild goose approaches a tree.
It may find a branch to land on.
No error.

74

Line 5 goes yin -
The wild goose approaches the crest of a hill.
Three years the woman has no child, then success comes.
Good fortune.

44

Line 6 goes yin -
The wild goose gradually approaches the heights.
Its feathers are used in ritual.
Good fortune.

24
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                   62.  Success of what is Small

Success of what is small.
Continuance in the way is rewarding.
Small things not great ones should be entered into,
like bird song on the wing.
Remaining lowly brings good fortune.

Line 1 goes yang -
The flying bird meets misfortune.

15

Line 2 goes yang -
He passes by a reference to his ancestor
and meets a reference to his past mother.
He does not reach the prince but meets the minister.
No error.

16

Line 3 goes yin -
Unless he is very careful someone will strike him from
below
(or behind, or an inferior position).
Misfortune.

10

Line 4 goes yin -
No error.
He does not pass him by but accosts him.
Activity is dangerous and continuing caution is required.

04

Line 5 goes yang -
Dense clouds from our western land but no rain falls.
The prince shoots and hits one in the cave.

34

Line 6 goes yang -
He does not meet him but passes him by.
The bird flies from him.
Misfortune.
Natural and intended hurt.

54

53

               38.  Opposition

Opposition.
Success in small matters.

Line 1 goes yin -
Regret disappears.
Do not chase after the lost horse, it will return.
Although there is evil company he does not mix with it.

52

Line 2 goes yin -
He meets his lord in a narrow street.
No mistake.

51

Line 3 goes yang -
They drag at the axle and strike the oxen.
His head is shaved and his nose cut off.
No good beginning but a good end.

57

Line 4 goes yin -
He stands alone amongst opposition.
He finds a companion with whom he co-operates.
Danger but no error.

43

Line 5 goes yang -
Regret disappears.
He and the one with whom he relates bite through the
barrier layer.
What error can there be then?

73

Line 6 goes yin -
Lonely and opposed.
He saw a pig covered with mud, a waggon-load of
phantoms.
He drew his bow but then put it aside
seeing that this was not an assailant but a close relative.
As he goes gentle rain falls and good fortune comes.

13
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                   39.  Obstruction

Obstruction.
South and west are favourable.
North and east are unfavourable.
There is advantage in seeing the great man.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

Line 1 goes yang -
Going meets obstruction.
Remaining brings praise.

25

Line 2 goes yang -
The king’s minister meets obstruction upon obstruction.
He is disadvantaged but he is not at fault.

26

Line 3 goes yin -
Goes and meets trouble.
Turns back.

20

Line 4 goes yang -
Going leads to obstruction.
Remaining connects together.

34

Line 5 goes yin -
When obstruction is at its height,
friends come.

04

Line 6 goes yang -
Going outward meets obstruction.
Remaining is good fortune.
To see the great man brings advantage.
Good fortune.

64

63

               61.  Inner Truth

Inward confidence.
Pigs and fishes.
To cross the great water brings advantage.
Continuance in the way is rewarding.

Line 1 goes yin -
Remaining inside,
prepared and at the place of direction rather than action,
brings good fortune;
otherwise there is worry.

62

Line 2 goes yin -
A crane calls in the shade.
Its young follow.
I have a fine goblet to share with you.

61

Line 3 goes yang -
He meets another.
He beats a drum starting and stopping.
He weeps and sings alternately.

67

Line 4 goes yang -
Nearly full moon.
A horse whose fellow disappears.
No error.

73

Line 5 goes yin -
Genuine truth.
Drawn together.
No error.

43

Line 6 goes yin -
A cock crows heavenwards.
Continuance brings misfortune.

23
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                 55.  Abundance, Fullness

Abundance is followed by success.
The king has abundance, do not feel anxious
but shine like the sun at midday.

Line 1 goes yin -
He meets a prince of equal rank.
Ten days they are together without error.
Going forward is favourable.

14

Line 2 goes yang -
His vision is obscured.
At midday he sees only a star.
Going forward; mistrust and aversion.

17

Line 3 goes yin -
Abundant obscuration.
A small star at midday.
He breaks his right arm.
No error.

11

Line 4 goes yin -
Obscuration.
The midday sun a small star.
He meets his ruler, who reflects him.
Good fortune.

05

Line 5 goes yang -
Afterwards there are wonderful variations passing.
Blessings and fame approach.
Good fortune.

35

Line 6 goes yang -
Abundance within his house and within the wall.
Peering through the gate he sees no one.
For three years he sees no one.

55

54

                 56.  The Wanderer

The wanderer.
Success of what is small.
Continuance brings good fortune.

Line 1 goes yang -
Entangling in trifling matters brings misfortune.

55

Line 2 goes yang -
The wanderer is safe at an inn and still has his valuables.
He has a loyal young servant.

56

Line 3 goes yin -
The inn which housed the wanderer burns down.
He loses his young servant.
There is danger.

50

Line 4 goes yin -
The wanderer finds shelter and rest.
He has his valuables and axe but his heart has no joy.

44

Line 5 goes yang -
He shoots a pheasant, loses an arrow.
The end brings praise and office.

74

Line 6 goes yin -
The bird burns up its own nest.
First the wanderer laughs but then weeps and cries out.
He carelessly loses his cow.
Misfortune.

14
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                 60.  Limitation

Limitation (or restraint).
Success.
Do not persevere in excessive restraint.

Line 1 goes yin -
Not to go out of the door and courtyard is without error.

22

Line 2 goes yin -
Not to go out of the door and courtyard brings
misfortune.

21

Line 3 goes yang -
He acts without limitation then regrets it.
No error.

27

Line 4 goes yang -
Natural limitation.
Success.

33

Line 5 goes yin -
Voluntary restraint.
Good fortune.

03

Line 6 goes yang -
Limitation by pain.
Continuance brings misfortune, but regret will disappear.

63

62

                 59.  Dispersing, Scattering

Dispersing or scattering.
Success.
The king approaches his temple.
It brings advantage to cross the great water.
Continuance in the way is rewarded.

Line 1 goes yang -
He helps with the strength of a horse.
Good fortune.

63

Line 2 goes yin -
Dispersion is occurring.
Hurry to protection and regret disappears.

60

Line 3 goes yang -
He dissolves his self-centre.
No regret.

66

Line 4 goes yang -
He disperses his grouping.
Greatest good fortune.
Scattering leads to re-grouping.
The ordinary man does not consider this.

72

Line 5 goes yin -
He makes great statements.
Perspiring, the king gives his valuables to the people.
No error.

42

Line 6 goes yin -
Scattering his blood.
Keeping at a distance.
No error.

22
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                 32.  Duration

Long duration.
Success.
No error.
Continuance brings advantage.
Movement is favourable.

Line 1 goes yang -
He concentrates on his desire for continuation.
Misfortune.

17

Line 2 goes yin -
All regret disappears.

14

Line 3 goes yin -
He who is not faithful to continuance meets with disgrace.

12

Line 4 goes yin -
No game in the field.

06

Line 5 goes yang -
Continuance brings good fortune to the woman and evil to
the man.

36

Line 6 goes yang -
Forced continuance has no merit.

56

55

               30.  Stillness

Brilliance.  Beauty.
Continuance in the way brings rewards.
Success.
Caring for cows.
Good fortune.

Line 1 goes yin -
Reverence and respect amongst confused directions is no
error.

54

Line 2 goes yang -
Yellow light.
Great good fortune.

57

Line 3 goes yin -
In the light of the setting sun
the young beat their cooking pots and sing; the old sigh.
Misfortune.

51

Line 4 goes yin -
Sudden its coming.
Suddenly it dies away.

45

Line 5 goes yang -
Floods of tears.
Piteous sighs.
Good fortune.

75

Line 6 goes yin -
The king goes out to chastize the rebels,
kills the leaders, not the followers.
No error.

15
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                   29.  The Abyss

Abyss followed by abyss.
To maintain confidence and alertness promotes success.

Line 1 goes yang -
He falls into a pit in the abyss.
Misfortune.

23

Line 2 goes yin -
The abyss is dangerous.
Only in small matters can there be success.

20

Line 3 goes yang -
Backwards or forwards there is the abyss.
Stops, falls into a pit.

26

Line 4 goes yang -
A jug of wine.
A basket of rice.
Vessels of clay.
Simplicity handed in through an opening.
There will be no blame.

32

Line 5 goes yin -
The abyss does not overflow.
It is filled to the brim.
No error.

02

Line 6 goes yang -
Bound by ropes of two or of three strands and surrounded
by thorns.
For three years he fails to find a way.
Misfortune.

62

61

                 42.  Increase, Gain

Increase.
Undertakings bring good fortune.
It is favourable to cross the great water.

Line 1 goes yin -
It is time for great works.
Greatest good fortune and no error.

60

Line 2 goes yang -
There is one who gives him very many tortoise shells
and who would not be refused.
Long continuance in the way brings good fortune.
The king gives sacrifice to heaven.
Good fortune.

63

Line 3 goes yang -
Unfortunate increase, sincere and without blame.
Take the middle way and report to the prince with your
seal.

65

Line 4 goes yang -
He walks in the middle and reports to the prince.
It is favourable to be an agent in the removal of the
capital.

71

Line 5 goes yin -
If you come from the heart and do not question, greatest
good fortune.
Genuine involvement is the virtue recognized.

41

Line 6 goes yin -
He increases no one.
Someone strikes him.
He is inconsistent.
Misfortune.

21
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               34.  Power of the Great

The power of the great.
Continuance in the tao brings reward.

Line 1 goes yin -
Power in the toes.
Advance brings misfortune.
Inner truth remains.

16

Line 2 goes yin -
Continuance in the tao is good fortune.

15

Line 3 goes yin -
The inferior man uses activity.
The superior man uses inactivity.
A goat butts against a hedge and gets its horns entangled.

13

Line 4 goes yin -
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.
Regret disappears.
The hedge separates and entanglement ceases.
Power, the axle (or wheel-spokes) of a large waggon.

07

Line 5 goes yang -
He easily sacrifices the goat.
No regret.

37

Line 6 goes yang -
The goat carelesly butts the hedge and cannot go
backwards or forwards.
No advantage.
Realizing the difficulties brings advantage.

57

56

               50.  The Cauldron

The cauldron.
Greatest good fortune.
Success.

Line 1 goes yang -
The Ting is turned upside down to remove decaying
matter.
A concubine for the sake of sons.

57

Line 2 goes yin -
The Ting is full.
The others are in trouble and cannot harm me.
Good fortune.

54

Line 3 goes yin -
The handles of the Ting are changed.
Progress is stopped.
The fat of the pheasant is not eaten.
Regret ends with the coming of rain.
In the end good fortune.

52

Line 4 goes yin -
The legs of the Ting break.
The prince’s meal is spilled and his person soiled.
Misfortune.

46

Line 5 goes yang -
The Ting has yellow handles with gold rings.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

76

Line 6 goes yin -
The Ting has rings of jade.
Great good fortune.
Everything is favourable.

16
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                   3.  Difficulty in Beginnings

Difficulty is followed by great success.
Continuance in the way is rewarded.
Remain in the existing, not seeking the new.
To appoint princes brings advantage.

Line 1 goes yin -
The hinderance of hesitation.
Be firm in perseverance.
To appoint princes brings advantage.

20

Line 2 goes yang -
No advance.
Horse and carriage not connected.
A chaste maiden is wooed but refuses; after ten years she
accepts.

23

Line 3 goes yang -
If a hunter hunts without a guide he gets lost in the forest.
The superior man sees danger and does not go into it;
to do so would bring misfortune.

25

Line 4 goes yang -
Horse and waggon are disconnected.
Seek union.
Going forward brings good fortune and actions prosper.

31

Line 5 goes yin -
Difficulties with something that is fulfilling.
A little perseverance is a good thing
but great perseverance is disastrous.

01

Line 6 goes yang -
Horse and carriage are disconnected.
Blood and tears.

61

60

                   20.  Contemplation, View

Contemplation.
The ablution has been made but not the sacrifice.
Genuineness wins respect.

Line 1 goes yang -
A childish view is blameless in a lower rank,
but unfortunate in the superior man.

61

Line 2 goes yang -
Looking through a crack of the door is of advantage to the
woman.

62

Line 3 goes yang -
By contemplating our life
we decide upon advance or retreat.

64

Line 4 goes yang -
Contemplating the glory of the kingdom,
his advantage is to be a guest of the king.

70

Line 5 goes yin -
The superior man,
contemplating the course of his life,
does not fall into error.

40

Line 6 goes yin -
The superior man contemplates his way of being and has
no error.

20
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                     8.  Union, Unity

Unity, coalescence.
Good fortune.
Enquire again for signs.
No error.
The troubled join together, those who are too late have
misfortune.

Line 1 goes yang -
Unity with confidence is without fault, like a bowl that is
full.
Good fortune will be added.

21

Line 2 goes yang -
Unity originates from the inner.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

22

Line 3 goes yang -
He joins with the wrong people,
with evil.

24

Line 4 goes yang -
Seeking unity outside.
Continuance in the way brings good fortune.

30

Line 5 goes yin -
The kings of old in China used beaters on three sides only
when hunting game:
the game on three sides were trapped but those in front
ran free.
The citizens need no warning.

00

Line 6 goes yang -
There is no head to the process of unifying.
Misfortune.

60

57

             14.  Great Posessions

Great posession.
Greatest success.

Line 1 goes yin -
No involvement with evil.
No error.
Being aware of difficulties he remains free of error.

56

Line 2 goes yin -
Large waggons for transport.
If there is a direction it can be taken without error.

55

Line 3 goes yin -
A prince in an exchange with heaven;
something a mean man could not do.

53

Line 4 goes yin -
He restrains his great resources.
No error.

47

Line 5 goes yang -
He who shows inner truth and dignity has good fortune.

77

Line 6 goes yin -
He has heaven’s blessing which brings great good fortune
and success.

17


